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A work poem

In the tradition of the lunch poem one stops in the middle of a sustained movement and puts 
down a few words. “Try harder” in my notes. Wet plaster sets up, gathers little peaks on its 
shoulders. Machinery providing the loud white noise. It’s not that I’m not stuck, it’s that also I 
am lonely. A friend relates a story and the story becomes an artifact. Rare words. The artifact be-
comes a first date.

This building is sexy at night, is quiet except for the sound of backed-up pipes shuddering in the 
walls.

A pool of milk, a shard of picked-off plaster that bears the imprints of my skin, a cup of coffee, 
disposable napkins, tired thighs. I am launching a new career as an entrepreneur, selling refuse 
from my studio. A block of puckered wax floating in a tin of water. Some dust, a broken bowl.



Someone else’s acid trip

They are all trying to document every single thing at every single moment in time. But each 
moment as we all know is infinitely divisible. April is divisible, very slow, sectionally warm and 
then cold and then on some nights snow. This night particularly is mild, good for walking. We 
walk up the hill to the burger place and then the convenience store, and the atmosphere is like 
that of a fine, clear jelly, through which hair-thin waves of energy are being described, its many 
peaks and valleys divided by smaller peaks and valleys, and so on.



Long night with Kevin

If there was one way to describe the way this feels, standing close to a strong undisturbed man. 
There wouldn't be the right words. I think it was night time and suddenly every front porch was 
our front porch, as unfamiliar as they might feel, and each of the few cities that I know well be-
came one city which belonged to me and select others. In this composite landscape we have 
eliminated: sleek cars, missing parts, tragicomedies, anything overcooked or underdone, any-
thing unsure, everything damp. I am overcome with the ticking sound of the plain white clock. 
Which reveals itself when there is nothing else. Of interest. There are a few sensations that do 
not yield; they sort of hover at the fringe of what might be called a separate and dedicated exis-
tence. In addition to/in stead of/simultaneously and idiosyncratically existing alongside. If there 
was a single way to describe the way this feels with this in-out in-out and slight trembling happi-
ness and no feelings of promise but at least a knowledge of impending completion it would be to 
say that it feels good.



It’s O.K.

On some days (like today) I look at my face and think, You have a very finely sculpted face, 
dear. And envy myself because I know it will not stay. Other days it is easier because I look so 
frumpy anyway and so I can put on those awful jeans and the sweater that smells like Salvation 
Army and feel a remission coming on but still I have comfort and few people have comfort.

I feel really goofy today. I feel really sexy today. A lot of the time I feel like a kinderwhore, or 
disappointed in myself, or elated and irrepressible. I think smell has a lot to do with it. Because 
sometimes I smell like cupcakes and sometimes like flowers and oftentimes after I have been 
blowing glass or ringing up lattés or fetching packages for people all day I smell zoo-like and 
unwieldy and wet.

I fixate on my chin and the sort of geometry it suggests but never really presents. At the right an-
gles it looks sort of squarish for a while and then ascends a rather delicate slope but altogether 
the effect is crude. My least favorite part of my face. It used to be my nose, I’d fixate on my 
nose, I’d talk to it, I’d egg it on, and somehow suddenly it would become beautiful.

I like to think that with each current drug obsession the nature of my body changes. Cocaine 
made me feel transparent but also like shit whenever it ran out, which was all of the time. When I 
drink it is as if gravity as it acts on my flesh has attained perfection. I don’t want to mention the 
other things because they imply a stupidity on my part. Which is the wrong image, the worst im-
age of all.



Success

I have made myself vulnerable in a variety of ways lately. As an active action, planned. To be 
seen as more confident. To be seen as more loose and cool. Result: I am more confident. I am 
more loose, more cool.



Memory is difficult

I remember Tuesday night, I remember waiting for Wednesday morning, I don’t really remember 
Tuesday night, I remember that I’m forgetful; I remember so little, though I have an idea. I re-
member the idea of a beautiful night, I remember the idea of a difficult night. I remember the 
idea of labor––I remember laborious labor and thoughtless labor.

Beginning again, I remember nothing. Thinking harder, I remember darkness, obviously, but also 
haloes; I remember now that the haloes are imagined, I remember that the atmosphere was 
probably clear. I remember the feeling one gets of momentum which is overwhelming, which is 
fabulous, which leads you to mania; I remember mania, mine, I remember an overflow of 
thought processes; I remember falling asleep with a cigarette in bed and then hiding the ashtray 
under a pillow by my feet; I remember how it felt, having a bit of night air in my bedroom. 
Though I may be confusing my nights. But yes, I remember waiting for Wednesday morning.



Having just woken up

Where did you get that copy of the book?
From Mr. Clay and Mr. Arrow        Mr. Hag        Mr.        Dimple.
He was a family friend. A friend of the family, a friend of the family’s.
A friend of my parents.
He lent me this copy of the book.



No

It is pleasing to imagine that this is the wrong place for me, not supposed to be here. It is pleas-
ing to imagine the taste of soft cooked spinach that has no sand in it. It is pleasing, this sensation 
in my gut, that is a mixture of presence/absence. It is a pleasure



40 Bowen St., #2

We watch television all day. Kitchen smells: lily pollen, hot oil, frying pan. There is nothing to-
day. The cats are thick as thieves. The sun goes down.



Mailroom snack time

Elaine brought a container of low-fat lemon yogurt to my work today, and one of apple sauce and 
a warm mushy sandwich in a Ziploc bag and a container of trail mix. Which had an unreasonable 
amount of sunflower seeds in it.

Thank you for bringing snacks, even though I didn't eat them. I would like to thank you for 
bringing anything at all.



An allusion to another place

Providence is the city in which I live, most of the time. It used to be New York and I used to be 
attuned to the hours of a New York day in the way I am attuned to Providence’s, now; it is trou-
ble how the same street I walk on appears different from day to day, hour to hour. At five twenty 
a.m. I assess the features of the asphalt on Bowen Street the way I would a piece of glass I have 
been staring at for too long, organizing the flaws as: sediment, stress lines, cracks, dimples and 
holes. On one walk to my studio last night I became aware of the odors around me, walking se-
dately but sniffing at the air like a dog. Again categorizing as: organic, burning, wet or dry.

The acidic mulch smells of a brand-new spring have gone (seemingly there is stink not only in 
decay but also in irrepressible growth) and are replaced by the smells of a false tornado season. 
At night Benefit Street is a historic promenade and the trees are all uniform and lacy with wide, 
undiseased leaves, tree trunks interspersed with streetlamps, designed also in a historic fashion 
out of blackened steel. On hot days the foliage is the only thing not dusty. An enormously fat 
man with a house on this street tends a tiny garden constantly. In the winters he puts in a live ev-
ergreen tree, no more than a foot tall, and puts a few lights on it. In the summer he sits on his 
porch as if daring his flowers to become less beautiful.

I say trouble because the eye picks up a million things and tell you about only a few. I have weak 
moments when I am tired, or irritated by the speed of thoughts, or preoccupied with morbid 
ideas, and in these cases the filter takes on a looser mesh and it seems that everything floods me, 
from my eyes to my mind. Appropriating the childhood fetish for collecting in terms of sensa-
tions, not objects. Providence stimulates my sensory greed, puts me to sleep, shakes me again. 
Not putting me down, never putting me to rest.



It is hard being a new tree

In Roger Williams Memorial Park (just on Main) there is this new tree, a sapling. I had been 
headed into the bowl of the park anyway. The tree was unfamiliar, which rarely happens. I had to 
sit down in between noticing the sapling and approaching it to cross over onto soft grass and re-
move my Keds. Partial transcription of the plaque accompanying: “Tulip Poplar. Liriodendron 
tulipfera. This tulip poplar was grown from the seed of the last survivor of the original 13 Lib-
erty Trees. That historic tree was located on the grounds of St. John’s College in Annapolis, 
Maryland. There, it endured for centuries before succumbing to Hurricane Floyd in 1999….”

Things to consider: the time it took (eight years) for this tree to get here (on April 27, 2007’s Ar-
bor Day ceremony, it says). The kind of panic that must have followed the hurricane. The kind of 
smaller panic that must have followed the destruction of the Last Remaining Liberty Tree. The 
history of the term Liberty Tree, which is unfamiliar. The people panicked by the destruction of 
their town(s?), the kind of people panicked by the destruction of this (not this, but the other) tree. 
If they would be called arborists, scientists, tree conservationists, tree conversationists. Did they 
ever feel guilty?



Claiming territory

Across the bowl of the park from me (and I call it the bowl because my place in New York had 
always been the Dust Bowl of Central Park, and there is a similar depression in the earth here 
before park turns into paved pathway and then into Canal Street/(de)construction zone), is a 
woman cradling her chocolate labrador the same way I am cradling my computer. I wonder if it 
is the same kind of thing. Her dog is whining loudly. My computer stays quiet, but returns less 
love.

Side note: there is ample room for analyzation of the terms “bowl,” “Dust Bowl,” and “depres-
sion” as they have been used above.



Woman power

Today I am the menstruating tyrant (though I am not bleeding). Then again, woman I am not, 
because my resentment lies behind that plane, of the idea of the upset girl, the disgruntled lady, 
the pissy matriarch. I am using female language but today I am sexless. When I am alone, I am 
not bothered but rather generous. I’ve sat on a bench already in the sun. Sitting at the head of a 
long table my teacher, she looks at me with a look of fear as she continues to talk, I do not know 
why there is fear, maybe my head has become too bright.

Today I am the masturbating current. Today I rise and fall, rise and fall, cannot stand for laughter, 
have no strength for friendship.



Beginning

Complete stasis, this day is shit. There is a phony sort of anticipatory trembling in my body but 
we now know that this is a lie, these movements are helpful lies. I would like to believe that I 
have been lying in wait, tensile, prehensile, the strength in a headache, the dead-end flavor, the 
New York night watchman. These books are deliberately abandoned and now all we have is the 
discomforting dry rot smell. Simultaneously I am told to abandon articles and pronouns and 
other loose fats. I think I choose to stay so still, only angry on the inside, I couldn't move if I 
wanted. Conclusion: there is no conclusion.



Elasticity

My body is an attractor of pieces of broken glass, entire streams of sweat as they are drawn from 
others directly from their pore to mine, black and white dusts, and animal musk.

My body is an attractor of small pains and small curiosities.



And

Who is going to capture you. I would not correct anything. When the sun comes up, we’ll go, 
together. I don’t have strength for it now, but in ten days’ time I will. This is just a quick novel, 
with a quick anding.


